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HELLO TODAY LAYOUT
Design by: CricutDesignTeam (991 Projects)
About me: The Cricut Design Team is a
collection of Cricut projects brought to you by
Provo Craft's talented designers! W e hope you
find these projects to be an inspiration for all of
your crafting needs!

Project skill level: advanced
Project time: 30 minutes to 1 hour
Project tags: Family Classic Family Layouts

Scrapbook Layouts
Celebrate every day moments w ith this happy layout!

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Cricut Expression®
Machine

Small Talk Frames &
Tags

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
Brads

Yellow polka dot pattern paper (1)

Button

Orange pattern paper (1)

Embroidery floss

Orange weekdays pattern paper (1)

Adhesive

Orange cardstock (1)

Paper trimmer

Teal cardstock (1)

Scissors

Gray cardstock (1)

Gray grid & strips pattern paper (1)

Dark pink cardstock (1)

Pink striped pattern paper (1)

Light pink cardstock (1)

Light teal pattern paper (1)

White cardstock (1)

PROJECT CUT FILES
201300455_D Hello Today Layout.ccr

STEP 1
Cricut® Cuts:
Small Talk Frames & Tags Cartridge
1. Title: hello TODAY

1. Title: hello TODAY
a. Orange hello (1” + F6 + Shift + 1)
b. Teal TODAY (1 ¼” + F6 + Shift + 14)
2. Arrows
a. Large gray arrow (1½” + F5 + 4)
b. Small gray arrow (1” + F5 + 4)
c. Pink arrow ( 1½” + F5 + 4)
d. Orange arrow ( 1” + F2 + 45)
e. Gray chevron arrows ( ¾” + F5 + Shift + 1)
3. Heart Tab
a. Pink heart tab ( ¾” + F3 + 47)
4. Paper Clip
a. Gray paper clip (1¼” + F5 + 12)
5. Cloud
a. White cloud (1 ½” + F5 + 36)

STEP 2
Use paper trimmer to cut one 4” x 3”piece of pink striped pattern paper, one 4” x 3” piece of light teal pattern paper, one 4” x 3” piece of
yellow polka dot pattern paper, one 4” x 3” piece of orange pattern paper and one ¼” x 12” piece of orange days of the week pattern paper.
Adhere to one 12” x 12” piece gray grid and stripes pattern paper to create base.

STEP 3
Adhere two 4” x 6” photos to base. Use paper trimmer to cut four 2 ¼” x 2 ¼” pieces of white cardstock for photo mats. Adhere four 2” x 2”
photos to mats. Adhere to base.

STEP 4
Create title from cuts 1a-1b. Adhere to base.

STEP 5
Create arrows from cuts 2a-2e. Adhere to base, placing pink arrow underneath the fourth 2” x 2” photo mat to create triangle element.

STEP 6
Create heart tab from cut 3a. Adhere to layout. Adhere small heart from this cut to the title area. Create paper clip from cut 4a. Adhere to
small scrap of white cardstock. Use scissors to trim around clip to create mat. Adhere to layout. Create cloud from cut 5a. Adhere to base.

STEP 7
Embellish as desired.
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